From 1978 to 2014, the LLP-CU has hosted scholarly meetings in Luxembourg, totaling 66 conferences or workshops. From 2005 to 2014 alone, 19 conferences have brought 236 Scholars to Luxembourg from Armenia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Columbia, Denmark, England, Egypt, France, Germany, Guiana in the West Indies, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Ireland, Israel, Italy, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Scotland, Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, and the USA.

**STUDENT CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION AWARDS**

Through The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award, introduced in 1999, twenty-two Clark students have participated.

- 2013: Halana Brown: The Energy Transition and Sustainable Consumption
- 2013: Sufil Kh Kim Gertz and Betsy Huang: Diversity and Inclusion in the U.S. and abroad
- 2013: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: To be determined
- 2014: Jean Valente: Ambisious in International Family Relationships
- 2014: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Kevin Carriere, Psychology
- 2015: Paul Keppl and Rachel Gonzales (Holy Cross): Albert Schweitzer's Revenance for Life (2 parts)
- 2015: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Tiffany Lee, IDEC
- 2015: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Matthias Furnan, Political Science
- 2015: Lisa Kuzner: Trauma in British and European Nationalism
- 2015: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Roberta Panpeyrias Dias, English and Psychology
- 2015: Johannes Verkaik and Michal Bilewicz (Poland): Advancing the Psychology of Genocide and Ethnic Conflict
- 2015: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Lucas McLean, Psychology
- 2015: Sufil Kh Kim Gertz and Chankil Park (South Korea): Global Humanities, Bi-o-centrically Globally
- 2015: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Johannes Weimar, English

**Angela Woodmansee**

Bilingual Education Policy and Minority Languages

2011: SunHee Kim Gertz and Chankil Park (South Korea):

2012: Johanna Vollhardt and Michal Bilewicz (Poland):

2013: Robert Boatright: Campaign Finance and the Global Recovery

2013: Paul Ropp and Predrag Cicovacki (Holy Cross): Albert Schweitzer's Revenance for Life (2 parts)

2015: Halina Brown: The Energy Transition and Sustainable Consumption

2005: Laurence Lewis and Lucien Hoffman (Luxembourg): European Union Expansion

2006: Nick Thompson: Evolution and Development

2008: Virginia Vaughan: Speaking Pictures

2010: Thomas Kühne: Friendship and the Nation: Political Emotions in the 20th Century

2010: Fern Johnson: Bilingual Education Policy and Minority Languages


2011: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Callan Perry, Global Environmental Studies

2010: Fern Johnson: Bilingual Education Policy and Minority Languages

2011: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Angela Woodmansee, English

2010: Thomas Kühne: Friendship and the Nation: Political Emotions in the 20th Century

2010: Laura Brown, Zurich University

2008: Virginia Vaughan: Speaking Pictures

2007: Michael Banberg and Jean Valente: Psychology—State of the Art

2007: Michael Banberg and Jean Valente: Psychology—State of the Art

2006: Michael Banberg and Alfred Horning (Germany): Freedom and Beslegs in the Atlantic World

2006: Michael Banberg and Alfred Horning (Germany): Freedom and Beslegs in the Atlantic World

2005: Lawrence Lesser and Lucien Hoffman (Luxembourg): European Union Expansion


2005: Lawrence Lesser and Lucien Hoffman (Luxembourg): European Union Expansion


2003: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Neelish Elamzina, Psychology


2003: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Jean Paul Brown, English

2002: John Brown: Society and Sexism Employment in Historical and Cross-National Perspectives

2002: John Brown: Society and Sexism Employment in Historical and Cross-National Perspectives

2002: Roger Blumenstein: Memory and Values

2002: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Taka Lapusha, Psychology

2002: Suil Kim Gertz: Ancient Roman Mosaics: Paths through the Classical Mind (2 parts)

2002: Suil Kim Gertz: Ancient Roman Mosaics: Paths through the Classical Mind (2 parts)

2002: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Stacie Swoboda, English, and Morgan Dexter, English

2000: Maria L'Engle: Reforging Latin American Cinema in a Global Context

2000: Maria L'Engle: Reforging Latin American Cinema in a Global Context

2000: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Maria Luisa, Foreign Languages and Literatures

2000: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Rebecca Michael, Foreign Languages and Literatures

2000: The Henry J. Leir Student Conference Participation Award: Rebecca Michael, Foreign Languages and Literatures


